PUMPKIN SPICE SONG
Harmony/Part Singing Warm-Up Game

There are many ingredients in pumpkin spice! Learn them using this fun melody.

Ginger, cinnamon, nutmeg, cloves, all ___ spice!

There are many harmony parts too! Can you sing the ingredients while your teacher sings one of the harmony parts below? **Can you keep your part?**

**EXTRA PUMPKIN BONUS:** Learn one of the new melodies, and sing it while your teacher sings the ingredients.

Pumpkin, pumpkin pie, pumpkin, pumpkin pie!

I don’t like the pumpkin spice, I much prefer hot chocolate!

Pumpkin, pumpkin, pumpkin spice, pumpkin spice!

This one is for your teacher!

I need a latte!